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EWS 
Student loses three 
. brothers in fire 
.. ~-~ . . . 
Xavier stude11t Christopher Lieb (bac/.: row, seco11dfrom/efl) lost 
brothers }011atha11 (first row, sec01ulfrom lefi), Zackary {first. 
row, sec01ulfrom right), mul Joseph (firsi row, right) to afire in 
Milwau!.:ee Juni1g spri11g break~ 
BY JEFJ<' DAVIS 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Xavier senior Christopher Lieb, the oldest of 15. 
children, lost three brothers in a fire that completely 
destroyed the family's home in Milwaukee on Tuesday, 
March5. 
Lieb's younger.brothers, Jonathan, 9, Zachary, 7, and 
Joseph, 5, all perished in the blaze that swept through 
their attic bedroom. This is the second time in a little 
over a month that a member of Lieb's family has died. 
His younger brother Anthony died of Down· syndrome on 
Feb. 6 after living just 20 months. 
Lieb's father was also injured duririg the blaze. 
Lieb, 21, met with reporters in Milwaukee prior to .a 
prayer service held for the brothers on Sunday, March 
10. 
"Last month, I iost a brother and gained a guardian 
angel. Now I have four guardian angels," Lich said. 
The cause of the fire has not yet been determined by 
the.Milwaukee Fire Department, but Lieb said the details' 
just don't matter. · 
A burial Mass was held on Monday, March 11 a(S.t;•;., 
Catherine's church in Milwaukee, followed by ii burial at 
Holy Cross Cemetery. 
Rory Gillespie, a close friend of the family, said 
donations of clothes, furniture and appliances were no 
longer needed, and unused donated items will be given to 
charity. 
However, friends of Lieb said the family is requesting 
sporting goods for the other boys in the family. 
Deb Hurst in the Enrollincnt Services Office is collect-
ing donations for the family. Contribution~ can be sent to 
Hurst at mail loc~tion 3110 or dropped off at room 216 of 
Alter Hall. 
Tlae 1'1ilwaukee Jourau'I Sentinel 
contributed lo tlW. article 
Grading scale faCes decision 
BY KARA BENKEN Feb; 26, in which students could sive A+,'which ~9ulc!.simply not 
THE:XAVIERNEWSIRE raise questions to student and exist (along'Wittl'if.~ D-). · 
faculty panelists. ~ Thereisageneralconcem that 
Support for,.the--plus/minus a more precise !?Cale would gcncr-
The Board of.Undergraduate sc;ale·includes greater precision ate more grade-consciousness 
Studies and especially Acaaemic in grading and therefore less dam- based on quantification and con-
Vice. Pre;iJ;nt D~~ James E. age on judgement call grades. sequently more .. ''tcacher-shop-
Bundsdmh will be hcariJy weigh- Because there would only be a .33 ping" when _ scheduling future 
ing all of the options and opinions difference between an A and a B classes. • 
concerning the plus/minus grad- (not 1.0), then a smaller amount Sophomore panelist' Damon 
ing scale this -afternoon at their of final grades. would be signifi- Halverson was greeted. with ap-
mccting in Alter Hall. candy lowered. plause at the forum when he said, · 
. Soon aft_e1·thismeetingat3:30 Also in support of the system "I don't consider myself a 3.67 
p.in.;Dr.Bundshuhwillhemak- are the results from a five-year student ifl have all 94's at a 
ing the final decision in regards to study completed at Miami Uni- , school. as respected as Xavier-
the possible implementation of versity in Oxford. I'm a 4.0." 
this scale. · After the issue was An1ong other things; the re-_ So \Vhat happens after Dr. 
p~ss~d hy:the Board ()f Under- suits showed that significa.ntly ·. Bundsclu'1h reach~s a decision? 
graduate Studieu several weeks more people made the Dean's list . Sophomore Bill Kellermeyer 
ag~. in a 6-5 vote, Xavier studerits . after the plus/minus scale. · urges· sti.ide~ts · io. stay involved, 
united ori both sides of the issue. The other aspect of Miami's-· especially if the scale.is passed. 
Although some people find its study is that only· !)O out of 150 He said, "Students can .come· 
specificity an asset, many others · 4.0s remained after the plus/ mi- up with another proposal, per-
view.· it as unpopular and aea- nus system because A's lowered hapsonethatallowsanA+oraD-
demically troUbling. . students overall GPA's. . or one on a 0.5 scale where a 3.5 
. Freshnian Julia· Weidmann Also, for many of the pre-med would equal an A-/B+;'.~ 
· said, "There . are so· many good or pre-law students, _a 4. 0 is nee-· If the plus/minus scale is imple-
reasons not to change. It seems essary to get into-the graduate mented, further study irito re-
that the better choic~ is obvious." school of their choice (ill additi_on quir~ments formaintaining~chol-
Frietiori was .. the only thing to other qmilifications ). arships and the like \Vould be nee-
. obvi~µs at the.Student' Gover!l- . Furtheroppositiontothescale · essary. 
..•. : me'!~~-8s()~~a~o))'for:'1?1 :hel.~-~ ~~:,;.;,was in ~egards t,() ~~~; ~y~r~xclu-
· :r. r.;;:f~ {';:.-\";;,.:;- ~· .• :.,· . .. ''·' .,·. ' . ·. ·.,_ 
Gay students wantacce:Ptan.~e 
BY SHAUNA POPE 
THE· XAvIEit NEWSWIRE 
Although it is one of the 
lesser-known groups.on 
campus, the Gay and Lesbian 
Support Group has existe~ for 
six years. 
The group was started at the 
request of a group of gay and· · 
lesbian students who wished to 
have a clUb on campus. 
Camptls Ministry responded 
in the form' of a group called 
. GALAXY (Gays and Lesbians 
at Xavier). 
Sister Marge English was the 
·.original contact person for the · 
gmup. When she left Xavier in 
the fall ofl993, Rev. John 
· LaRocca, S.J., took over.the 
. position. 
"My objective in being 
contact person is to provide a 
safe and non-threatening place ' 
for gays, lesbians, and bisexuals 
to gather, taik to each other, 
and relax," LaRocca said.· 
"Whatever they want to do 
with the group, they can. My 
objective is to provide the space 
and atmosphere." 
The 10-15 regular members 
of the group (along with others 
.who wish to partidpate), meet 
·- weekly to relax and discuss 
p~oblems that are unique to .· 
gays and lesbians. 
"One of the major problems 
homosexuals have to face is 
recognition and acceptance of 
· their own identity," La Rocca 
~aid. 
Additional problems the 
group discusse.s include the 
reactions of parents and other 
loved on~s (which; according to 
LaRocca, can sometimes be 
negative or even violent) to the 
reaction from other students. 
LaRocca said that most of 
the incidents of harassment 
against gays and lesbians occttr 
on campus are just insulting 
and do not include violence . 
·However, he does recall.a 
frightening example of 
homophobia that occurred 
about two years ago; 
"A woman was leaving the 
library to go to the dorms. Two 
Xavier men got in her face, 
yelled at her, and told her to get 
off campus because there was 
no place here for her," LaRocca 
said. 
LaRocca also said that 
besides discussing problems, the 
group provides a place where 
gays and lesbians' can be 
themselves arid not feel like they 
have .to pretend to he something 
they are not. · · 
As for the group's 'member-
ship, LaRocca said that the 
small number of people in..: 
volved is misleading; : '· 
La Rocca estimates lhat 
around 5-10 percent of Xavier's 
population. is homoseximl or 
bisexual. 
· La Rocca said apparently, 
the adclitio~al st~dents arei 
co~1fortable.with'th~ir identity 
· and do not feel th~ n~~cl for the 
. group's support; 'or they find 
s'upport elsewhere. . 
· Concerning the group's 
mission, LaRocca said; "We're 
not out to 'convert anyone into 
~hat he or she is not. We just 
. want to help them live their 
-lives with integrity." 
For more information about 
the Gay and Lesbian Support 
Group, students can contact 
LaRocca at 985-2038. 
m««*!-~.$1£."'~t>,;e»~~~%'-#f:.m'*.?~:~~~&W"A~f.V.~.f'4$W~~:t"#~mw.;r#4$"~$.'{~@~%~:*':$W'~~~#~R4*?..&w.*""....f:U.~.W3{~~;mw-~~~-#'~$E~~~OO:W.&.f~ 
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Registration .info out Conshuction sch,ed¢e further . 
£Or 1996-97 classes hampers students' access to classes .. 
~~~{ ' -fi"'' 
:=priority registration for the fall semester, 1996 will be field 0~· On Monclay, March 4, This Wiiln'~c~ssitat~ reirl6v;.i.: '. West corner of the huildfug. 
Weµnesday, March 27 through Wednesday, April 3. demolition began on the of certain trees and the rcloca- This part of the project wili :;· 
. 'Th.c fall schedule of classes will be availa~lc in the Registrar's walkways around Bellam1ine. .tion ~nd improvement of be completed by Aprill. 
Offi~e, Alter 129, beginning Monday, March 18. Chapel. existing landscaping. During the month of March, 
'.Students must meet with their academic advisers prior to TJ1el!~ areas will ultimately In addition, the connection there will be times when access 
rei?stering. Students can finct'thc name of their adviser by constllt: · 'be com1;ieicdin brick pavers of the utility systein to 'th:~-- . . to the Brockman parking Jot 
ing'.the bulletin board on the first floor of Alt~r·HaU just opposite· and landscaping. . University Center WilJhegin. will he disrupted. 
t~eJ_legistrar's Office. Advisers and students arc listed there The Cincinnati Fire Depart- · This will consist of trenching Access to the parking Jot wiJI 
according to college and major. ment requires an 18-foot right- 'from the back of Logan Hall, ' be available, hut Oil occasion 
. ~1-iority registration times are from 11:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the ·of-way for' access to the north- along University Drive, arotmd there may be an inconvenience. 
Registrar's Office. ern part of the mall. the loading dock to the north-
. Students must check the registration appointment list on the 
bulletin hoard outside the Registrar's Office beginning March 18. 
This list will show the time each student is supposed to register. 
' Students may not register before their scheduled times. 
, However, students may register anytime after their scheduled 
ti'11e, hut before the close of registration. 
, Mid-term grades will also be available to students on Monday, 
March 18. A photo ID is required to receive grades. · 
; . The final date for undergraduates to withdraw from spring full-
time courses is Monday, April 15. · 
: ·Billing statements will be mailed to registered students the week 
oUuly 15. The required payment with the confirmation card (even 
if no payment is due) must be received by the Bursar's Office no 
later than·Wednesday, August 7. 
·The student's registration may be cancelled if payment is not 
. made by Wednesday, August 7. 
Students to participate in 
hunger relief program 
.BY LEAH MONTGOMERY 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
During this Lenten season, th.ere are several ~pportunities to 
perform community service. 
One opportunity is the seventh annual Hunger CJean~up .. 
This year the Hunger-Clean-up will be expanded to four weekends 
instead of one. 
Last year, 140-150 volunteers participated in ·this national event 
started by the National Student Coalition Against Hunger. 
April 13 is the official "Hunger Clean-up Day." This event is 
sponsored by Service Fellows along with the Student Government 
Association, Campus Ministry, and the Dorothy Day Programs for 
Peace and .Justice. · 
In the weeks during and· before the designated weekends speakers 
and events will he on campus to educate students on hunger awareness 
around the world. 
There will be registration sign-up tables in front of the .grill and 
cafeteria throughout the next few weeks. 
Each Saturday event will last from lOa.m-2 p.m. On March 16, 
participants will go to the Caracole House, an A VOC (Aids Volunteers . 
of Cincinnati) group home, or to St. John's Social Service. 
On March23, the sites include St.' Mark's School in Evanston and 
Stepping Stones, a camp for clisabled children. 
. On March 30, the clean-up wiJI take part at North Fairmont 
Com,munity Center and with People Working Cooperatively, an 
organization that helps primarily elderly and disabled per8ons to 
maintain their homes. 
.. The final weekend, April 13, volunteers will take part in the 
Evanston Beautification Project. · 
HE"JUST DID IT 
WITH HIS BEST FRIEND. 
Ill . 
Do' it at tht• nPxt play, svmplmny opPrl or Pn•n .· . If • I ·-
do cli!-.nnmts for two ml alh•rnati~·p t•nt~:rt.aimrK•n:1~,il' u•.;: 1 )'l)~I nC• }.1 ~1< Pr 31, }'t11n~ ~·an jt>in Enj<>Y ThP Art-; unc~ . • O\t r ti\\ n. •I\<' us ii ca . 1 lwn just try tcl stop youfSlllf. 
7 5 1 2 7 0 0 
staff report 
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WHEN CHOOSING AN INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER, 
··: .................... , ............................................. ····"~-·-·· •' .. ···~ ................ ~ ................... ····· ...................................................................... ······· ....... , ....... ·····~·· ............. ~. 
REMEMBER TWO THINGS: 
~ .. ) ..... I .. ~.~ ... ~.~-!.~. ~ .. r.t.E T ~-.~·-~·~·~ .~ ~ ,._ ... ~.~ ~.~ ~.~.~ .. ~ .. ~! ... 0 ~ ... ~ .. ~.~ ~.~. 
~J ..... ~ .. ~ ..... ~.~iJW A LOT ABOUT PHONE LINES~ 
... . .,. . .. . ., . .. . .. ~ ....... -~ . .. . .... . .. " . . .. .. . .. ,. •' . .. . .. ... . . •' ..• ... ... ..• .. . ..~. .. ... . . . . : ..... ' . .. . . . . . " .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . '· ..... 
LINES. 
• 
The lnterru:!f. If you aren't .......... ......... . ·············· .... . depend on fot· all your tclecon•· l•TRODUCTOIY OFFER 
ah-eady connet:t«.>e:I, yuu soon will rnunic:ations rwec:ls. No utht!r 
be. And that means you'n: going Internet servke provider. c.·out 
to net:!d the! sicnplcst, most rt!li- matc.'h Cincinnati Bc~ll's supc.•rb 
cust.orncl' SE!t·vif~e • years of able hiternet a('C;r.ss available. Of· A:"f 1\1>04 IH>NAt. t•U•.t:"iiil. t.INt; .. 
. from tht• pt."OJllP. who best k.now uxperience and <:ornrnitn1ent to 
how to provide it - Cindnnati innovation. 
Bdl. ln other· words, you're 
FuSf! is as easy to get as it is 
to USf:~. Just or.de1· by phone. THE WHAT 
.. . . .... . . . ... ... . . ~; . . .... , 
Fuse is Cincinnati B'ell's 1u~w Internet access sc.•r· Our. Cinc:innati Bell representa· 
vict.-. · 'YVhen you subscribe, you'll receive Internet tiv~!S are standing b)' to help you 
software like Netsc:<.~pt~ Navigator"~ the pn~rnit?r get on the lnH!rtu•t. plus an 
World \.Vide VVd> browser, .and Eudora Light, a<lt.lit ion al phone line. Or, if 
.. for Sf!nding and receiving e-rnail. You'H you alre~1dy have l.nH!rnct .ncccss 
;:llso get an casy-10-und<~rstnnd guide hut want a b(!ttt<.~r deal, vL5il the Fu st~ 
10 help you get onlin<~ quickly~ World Wide Web page 
And ·Cinciri7iati Bt.!11 offers hl.tp://'ww\v.fuse.nct. ft's· time to discov(~r what 
fu.11 lcr:hnic:al supporl fo1· 
Fuse, of ·course. 
THE WHY' 
@cincinnati Bell Telephone·l~ 
. .. .. , ..... <.6 ..... .&! ... -£'.iftl. 
fuse i.s from Cincinnati 8f!ll, 
a co1nr.iany you've. learnc.-d to 
... ,..;r ... , .. ,... . 
5(15-FUSE for ,,.irnpfci. rulinblc.• 
ar.1·1!s"' 10 thu Net·.· 
' ' . ... . . 
... , "'"'' .. ,. .. ~,·11>u-.rri1u1 ... •!!d .... ~·.fjl, !••. l:tt.t l"I.'' ~~ho••·;h11· .. ; ,-.:11·~S. ,,, 1t1~:•·1 I, "'·I .... p .. """'· •11. \'\ot ... 1t11w~ ,.~ 1)1 ~.::016'M .. !~"· t< f1'f~:tl;.,,u ... "' t:.A~'. f, .''"'.oPh'fl••• uf , .... >"1t1f "'"'" ;p·ot .... ~i)"'•''~l lt'•lhl\\'1!'•~11 .. litl :\.t; .. ;ucu-.h i1:.C1t;> IHl:0.4'1.o•I>: IH iu,:.h .. ·~. 'V''''"·~ 'JOi - ;;,; 1;1)it .. ·i.1' ;m•e:,.\lt)"W•oCfl K~,.i. 
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erspect1ves THE·XAVIER· NEWSWIRE 
A STUDENTS' JOURNAL 
Staff Editorial 
students get A+ 
In my· three years at Xavier I have heard some 
good things and some bad things about the student 
body; What I hear often, however, is that the 
collective whole of Xavier is· apathetic. Having had 
this idea drilled into my mind, lwas delighted and 
impressed by the student turnout at the Feb~· 27 Plus 
/Minus forum. Theorganizersoftheforumputalot 
of hard work and time into coordi11atjng the event 
and they deserve some applause for:their effort. It 
was in the students' best interest to show up, and for 
once they did. What's .more,.they were all armed for 
battle .. Not only was the attendance admirable, but · 
all who showed up had something to say. No matter 
what side they took on the issue, they were well 
represented. I was proud to be a part of the Xavier 
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7'h1! X111:i1.'r 1\11.'ll'.fll'irr ii; pul11i1thcd 
1hruughuut the 11chuol year, r.Ji.t'l!fll Jur· 
ing vacation and final e:ium111, h~· the lilll· 
dcnlJi nf Xo\·ier Uninnity, 3800 \'ictury 
Parkwa\', Cindnnoti, Oil 4520i·2121J. 
1'hc 11talcmcnt11aml 011lniom1of7~·.li11:U•r 
1\;..,,.,,,,.;,.,. are not net•t:AAarily lhu,;e of the 
•ludenl landy, f1wult~·, oradminiHtratiun 
of x.,;,~r. Stateme11t11: urul opil1iumt uf 
('olun111iJ1l.li do nnl nct-rAAaril~· reOerl thn8c 
uf the rditor& or general "laff, 
BY JEFF DAVIS 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
1"11 be the first to admit that.I'm a rather old-fashioned person. I ha'ven 't really · 
gotten into the new fads like this alternative 
music stuff, nor do I go to coffee shops to 
listen to a person obviously tripping on LSD 
read poetry. 
Let's face it. I'm a small town boy. If I 
were caught listen~ng to those Pearl Jam 
guys back home, my mom would have . 
either taken me directly to the psychiatrist 
or to our priest to have the devil exorcised 
from me. Ifl drank coffee, I would have to 
drive all the way to the nearest McDonald's 
(20 minutes away in Evansville) to get a 
cup. I have never been one to complain 
about these crazy fads, but I have conic to 
the point where I feel it is time for me to 
speak out. 
My girlfriend Colleen and I were running 
a few errands the other day, when she 
decided she was hungry. I suggested a good 
barbecue joint; she had other plans. She 
wanted to take me to· a place called a bagel 
bakery~ 
ldon't know how a place can make any 
money selling little slices of bread, but there 
were a lot of people in the store when I 
entered. I wondered how nutritious these 
Sul11w.ri1•1ion rale• are83111y .. r or 8151 peoples' bodies, arc since they just eat plain 
M!met1lt:r within the USA and are· pro• rat~d. Sul11tcri11tin11 itu111irie11 lihould ht! bagels for lunch. . 
direcied 10 Andrew Wade, llu•inm Colleen went to the countcr·and asked 
Manoger (513-;45-3130), Adver1i1i11g 
inquirieo 1hn11ld he dircclcd In Carnie for a poppy seed bageJ with chicken salad 
M<l'himpo, A1h-ertiMing Monager (513· 
T45-3561). One "'l'l' of Tlrr .fovi.r on it. The lady at the counter began putting 
1\i!rrs11•if"l', di11rihutrd to nr.k1, i• frt!e ki d f h J kin 
per p•non per week. Addilinnal copico some 'n 0 mus y- 00 • g Stuff on 
m•r "• pun·h•••d ror 25' per 0011Y· Colleen's. bagel. This is new to m. e, an. d this 
. Xavier Univer1ity. i• an andemic 
rummunlty rnmmilled In equal 11)1• is where I really got confused. I decided we 
. ·~-~··· . 
student body that night, and whatever the final 
decision on the Plus/Minus. system today, it was 
encouraging to see students make the most of their 
one, small chance to try to make a difference. 
. -BJR 
ed. by bagels 
Wliy the heU do peopk 
huy hagel sandwiches? .. 
Don i they i-eaaze ·fj~e'is· 
kave hows. in the·rnidiJk:of 
them and their sandWich 
stu.lfing wiU faU right 
throU{!li? 
the bagel bakery lost several customers). 
Why the hell do people buy bagel sand-
wiches? Don't they realize th?t bagels have 
holes in the middle of them and.their sand-
wi~h st~fting will fall right thro~gli? 
Haven't y'all heard of bread? It docsn 't 
have any holes in it, allowing the inside 
portion of a sandwich to ·stay where it belongs. 
I figure this bagel sandwich concept had to 
have been invented by some Yankee up in 
New York City. 
After I threw a tantrum in the middle of 
the bakery' the woman at the counter asked 
. me if I would like some cappuccino to calm me 
down. 
"What the hell is cappuccino?" I yelled. 
About this time, Colleen had buried her 
head in a basket full of bagels to avoid the 
embarr~ssment I was causing her. 
I don't think the lady really knew what 
cappuccino was. She decided it would be 
easier to let me taste it than to explain it to 
me. I tasted it. It tasted like a hot milkshake. 
. "Why do you call this capricorno?" I 
asked. 
why. "Perhaps you'd like some of our Java 
instead," she then said. 
"A cup of what?" I asked. 
"Java," she replied. 
"Java. Isn't that the big fat green thing· 
from the 'Star Wars' movies?" I asked. 
Colleen took her head out of the bagels 
and whispered to ine in a harsh tone, "It's 
coffee, stupid." 
"Coffee. Then why don't they call it 
that?" I replied to her. · 
The lady at the counter was becoming 
disgusted with my ignorance of bagel bakery 
lingo and etiquette •. S9 I de~ided I would 
just get a glass of water and get out as soon as 
I cotild. . · 
"Do you want natural spring, Perrier, · 
· sparkling, mineral, lemon-flavored, or 
purified water?~' the lady asked. 
. "Well~ -can I just have som.e from out of. 
that sink faucet over there?" 
"That.water is J)Ot,for sale,'~ she replied. 
That was the first time in my life that I 
·had been turned down when I wanted a glass 
of regular.water from the faucet. I turned to 
Colleen in disbelief. 
"Jeff, there is a McDonald's across the 
street. Let's go there," she said. I agreed; 
So I left the bagel bakery one very 
confused individual, and headed toward the 
comfort of the golden arches. 
At least there, all lhavc to do is tell them 
I want a No.3:, supersized, with a Coke, and 
everyone involved understands. 
. The cashier gave me my fries, Coke and 
my very simple Big Mac; without a hole in 
the middle. Just like the good Lord intended 
for a sandwich to be. made. 
fHlrlunil)" for all per11onli n-ar1lle1111 or 
age, .... rare, r•lilinn, handirap. nr · had come to the point where I had to voice "Cappuccino," the lady said arrogantly. 
natinnalnrigin. my complaints (this is also the part wheri She paused and then told.me she.didn't know 
I~ Davia is tire N~wswire '• nno1 editor; He is ~ur­
rent/y tryif16 to patent Iris country /ram and 11r1't1 lm,Jel 
1and1oiclr. 
~~W:$Mi~JMis'WS!li~W/£%M'~tM.WfdP~t~•i.mm~~~.mm.p.$_$W~,f$#,Jt~~~~'m~''"~U~~·i$i<~i$i<llWlm~~·~~~~~~i!~i:~~®£'lw.,f11li~~:WliWI: ~~~~~f:?!!li:l 
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Hug a 
tree ... 
When I came to Xavier as a fresh-
man, I was glad that Xavier had some 
beautiful trees ·and grass to enjoy, 
especially since our school is located in 
the middle of a large city. I came to love 
'the big tree in front of Logan Hall and 
enjoyed doing my homework and niall-
watching while sitting underneath it. 
Now, when I bring ~y childre~ back to 
show them my university, I won't 
recognize it. By that time, Xavier will 
··encompass twice. as much of the sur-
rounding neighborhood, have a couple· 
more residence halls, a convocation 
. center and a parking garage. I'm not 
saying expansion is bad, but all of this 
leads to two main results: twice as 
many students; and twice as much 
money going to the university. When 
I was .making the choice between 
Xavier and Indiana University, I 
chose Xavier be~ause of its smaller, 
more perso~alized education. The 
level of apathy is lower among the 
students, the teachers and most of the 
administration: But when the 
university admits a higher level of 
incoming freshmen every year, 
· Xavier's student-to-teacher ratio 
increases. Will more buildings be 
built for classrooms.and more 
.teachers be hired? Why does the goal 
of the university aclminisfrators seem 
to be perpetual expansion? In my 
opinion, the amassed money could be 
Heeding widespread Opposition to the· 
. plus/minus grading scale, the. administra- ·. 
·. tion has p·ropOsed a smiley taceigrouchy 
2.33 face system. · · · · · 
B_elow are the new symbols and their·.· 
corresponding grade weights. 
2.0 
1.67 
3.33 
3.0· -· 1.0 
·- 2.67 
To complain _about this system, bug your local representative or visit the new 
·"Smiley/Grouchy" website at http://www.sillygrades@xavier.xu.edu 
used for things such as updating the sports 
center equipment, installing more comput-
ers in the residence halls and a working 
computer in the Village, and bringing the 
biology and chemistry equipment up to 
current standards. · 1n other words, fix 
what is already broken and embellish the 
campus to make things easier for the 
students in their pursuit of an education. 
We, the students, are paying $6,000 a 
semester for tuition, and we have little say 
about what our money is used for. Those 
of us who have student loans will be paying 
for IO more years. 
The essence of Xavier University 
· appears to be waning year by year and 
when I'm a contributing alumnus I hope to 
find that Xavier has retained at least some 
of the personality I have come to respect. 
I'm glad Xavier's face is improving, and 
although I don't really believe in the motto 
"Cover the world with bl'icks," 1 hope the 
administrators remember the real rnason 
this university exists: for the students. 
Jenn Bt·enner 
senior 
••• or 
••• 
I would like to bring up some pathetic 
points regarding students on this campus. 
First, to the women on this campus, 
when a guy holds the door for you, the 
proper response is not, "I'm a woman of 
the '90s and can get the door by myself." 
A "thank you" is perfectly adequate. It is 
great that you are on a feminist kick, but 
walking through a held door is not a 
threat to your ci1rrent female beliefs. 
Secondly, I address whoever put up 
the degrading signs about the mall 
renovation. You should he thankful the 
mall is being renovated. Apparently you 
have riot done your research, because in 
addition to brickwork, the plans calJ for 
new trees, bushes; and overall landscap-
ing .. Instead of complaining, I suggest you . 
do a little financial campaign and 
dedicate a tree in honor of your favorite 
faculty/staff member. 
Finally, I ask The Newswire, why, in 
my four years of reading the paper is 
there at least one inaccuracy in every· 
single edition? Why docs SGA have to 
buy advertisement space in order for all 
their information to be printed correctly, 
let alone p1-intcd al all? l'in asking you to 
take a look at your product, and decide if 
it represents the work of intellectual 
college students, because right now · 
many would agree that it does not. 
Mike Hanpeter 
senior 
... or hug 
a theater 
person 
As a member of the University 
Singers, the Xavier Players, and a 
regular theater-goer as well, I am 
dumbfounded by the lack of ~ttention 
Tlie J\'etvswire gave to the musical 
"Once On This Island." This was not 
only a production put on by this 
university (and l feel the university 
newspaper should give sufficient 
coverage to all university-sponsored 
events), but it was also the first time this 
musical was pcrformcci m Gncinnati. 
The above reasons should have justified 
more than an artidc of 150 words, 
containing a less than flattering quote 
by a Xavier student. The contemporary 
issues highlighted by the show should 
have been more than enough reason to 
·do a full-length story. 
This show was one of, if not the most 
professionally clone show here at 
Xavier in the past three years. It was a 
pleasure to see and hear, and the cast 
and crew of the show deserved the 
ovation they received from the crowd 
on the night I attended. I only hope 
that in the future, The Newswire will do 
a more gracious job of rccognizillg and 
saluting the hard work of the theater 
department. 
Patrick Davidson 
junior 
Hu us 
Tlw, lf>u 1su·irP is alwavs 
lookinl! for submissions. Drop 
yotff ;.;m.,~t !'011111111 or IPl 11·1· lo rlw 
t•ditor off at tilt' Publil'alions 
I !oust'. Ht• sun· lo i11d11d1· vour 
nanw and plwrw numlwr. 
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J<JB=:,FA.IR 
·Opening Day is just 
.around the corner! 
w·IIEN·: * 
.. 
~ 
~t). Sat ....... ·-March 16· Noon - 4pm 
· Mon. · March 1 ~ · 3prr- - &pm 
WHERE:. 
Riverfront Stadium - Gate A 
Located on Pat8 ROM Way - Ground Laval of Stadium. 
Look for Iha Spo,...,,lca Sign. · 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE: 
Food & Beer Vendors • Porters ~ill' 
Concession Stand Attendants fl «'IC"lc 
·Positions earn excellent wages 
as well as bonuses! 
Some positions have minimum age requirements. 
we are an Equal Opportunity Employer. our company utHlzes Drug Testing . 
. 
. PRISONERS OF ·THE BODYf 
WOMEN AND 
DIETING 
Chances are, someone you care about 
is suffering from an eating disorder. 
Statistics show that up to 20 percent of ~omen on America's college 
campuses suffer from anorexia and/or buliinia. Many more are compulsive 
over-eaters. What's more, dieting bas become a n~t.ional past-time for the 
vast majority of women. 
' . 
As part of National Eating Disorders Awareness Weck - February 5 -
11 - Barbara McFarland, EdD, of the Eating Disorders Recovery Center 
(EDRC)will discuss the serious consequences of dieting: 
. ' 
Thursday, February 8 
7 • 8 p~m· · . \ ·:. · 
Kuhlmari .Hall Conferenc·eRoom 
,~ ' - "... ' 
Join Dr. McFarland, author of Sham~ and Body 'linage and Abstinence in 
Action, as she provides participants with the tools necessary to recognize the 
problem and to initiate the process or"developing a·healthy relationship with 
the body. (A que~tion and an~wer session will follow.) 
Don't miss this valuable presentation! 
· For more information, call the Eating · . 
Disorders Recovery Cente1:, 793-2666. . 
Presented by EDRC, the Xavier Health and Counseling <:;enter, 
the Office of Residence-Life, and the Pre-Med Society. 
· ·HOUSES FOR RENT 
. • easy walk to campus • . . 
t 606 Brewster: 5 bed.roc:>m, 2 bath 
· C/eanev: 2 Bedroom 
Both are.spacious and equipped. 
Plus washer and dryer!! 
KELLY COMPANY: 
321-0043 or 241-9421 
JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY· 
SUMMER 1996 
. . " . . . 
Our ~atalog of summer classes is ready to be mailed. 
The catalog gives you a complete listing ofour course 
offerings. specialworkshops. and travel programs: This 
summer is Cleveland's,200th birthday. Don't missthe 
cel~bration. Call today.for our Summer '96 Catalog-
Bicentennial Edition. 
call 216-397-4257 
or e-mail 
CGIBBONS@ 
JCV1'XA.JCU.EDU 
S_essions beginning 
.M_ay. Jyne and July 
WE'LL ERASE YOUR 
COLLEG_I. LOAN. 
., . 
ff you're stuck with a student loan that's not . 
~default, the Annymight pay it off. 
Hyou qualify, we11 reduce your debt..:.up . 
to $55,000.-Payment is either Y3 of the 
debt or $1,500for each year of service,· 
which~ver is greater. · 
You11 also h~ve trainmg in a choice 
of skills and enough self-assurance 
to lastyou the rest of your life. 
· ·Get all the details from your 
Anny Recrui~r. 
ARMY. IE ALL YOU CAN BE: 
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First conference tourney win since 1993 
Muskie show hits Philly 
BY JASON BECK 
TuE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Amidst a scattering of fans at ··· 
the Philadelphia Civic Center for 
Wednesday's Atlantic 10 Men's 
Basketball Championship 
opener, an old man in a New York . 
Yankees jacket raced throu~ the 
stands clanging a pan gluedto a 
sign which read, "We're With 
You, Fordham!" Freddie "Sez," 
as he calls himself, spends the 
spring cheering on the Yanks, but 
for two seasons he has carried the 
disheartening burden of cheering 
his hometown Rams. 
Freddy riling a Fordham crowd, 
the Muskies put on a show. 
On the same floor where XU 
held on for its first A-IO win at La 
Salle Jan. 6, Darnell William_s hit 
three free throws in the final 27 
seconds to pull out a 61-54 victory 
overFordham. Thegame-ending 
5-0 run denied the Rams ( 4-22) a 
fifth win and avoided a · monu-
mental upset. 
In many ways, the play of the 
Xavier Musketeers was as discon-
certing a sight as Freddie "Sez". 
But for a few hours last week, like 
But just as Xavier couldn't 
solve a tough Temple zone de-
fense on three days preparation. 
Jan. 9, so did a spirited XU open-
ing fali to the Owls' pressure and 
experience in Thursday's 
quarterfinal. Xavier's fatigue 
from just 24 hours rest aided in a 
67-50 defeat and closure to a 13-
15 season. 
Though the Muskies fell to 
Temple twice by 17 points, head 
coach Skip Prosser knows his . 
teamhasimprovcclsincc.lanuary. 
It is aii apt ending, nevertheless, 
to a season in which XU learned 
on the court by tr·ial and error. 
"At this time of the year, you 're 
really playing against yourself," 
Temple ht;ad cuach'Jolm Clia~ey 
said. "Everybodf wants to win, 
lnit knowing how to win is a diffi-
cult thing with developing play-
ers." 
. . pl1olo by Carl08 DeJeauA 
Kevin Carr (34) winds 11p to tkrmiJ down two o/his13 p01i1ts agaillst 
Fordham am/forward Johll Henry(32). , 
The Musketeers slowly 
stretched a double-digit lead over 
Fdrdhani after trailing much of 
the first .half. Lenny Brown 
capped his torrid second-half · 
shooting with a three-pointer, fol-
XI.J marks up NCAA title 
March 'Madness wasn't supposed. to yield a 
national championshipfor Xavier this spring. 
Don ;t tell that to the Musketeer rill~ team', who 
took first place in t~c air rifle category at the NCAA 
Championships in Colci.rado Springs. 
The four-member. tmim.score ofl ,549 was seven 
points better th~n second-place Kentucky, helping 
XU overcome a rough smallhorc. score for a sixth-
place overall finish. Senior Jason Parker and 
junior Andrea Lorenz paced the team with air rifle 
scores of391 and 390, respectively. 
.. We shot badly in smallbore, so I think all of us 
stuck, together to shoot a good air rifle,''. Lorenz 
said. ''It just turned out we all shot a good.air rifle 
at the same.t~e." , 
Parker and Lorenz also· received individual all-
America honors based on season averages. It marks 
the second straight award for LOrenz, and the 
fourth for Parker. Parker finished fifth in .indi-
vidual air rifle while freshman Karyn J uziuk, also 
name~ an all~American, placed sixth. 
•"'!!I ! J d f •m 
"W c 'vfl had the chance to be number. one for the 
last three or f!)ur years," Parker said. "I was really 
proud of everybody who shot, and how this all 
. ended." 
Xavier.'s 4,555 smallbore score placed the 
Muskies eighth entering the air rifle, and released a 
iot ofpressm·c from the team. For the second time 
this season, the Musketeers shot a more accurate air 
rifle score than West Virginia, who placed first in 
smallborc for its second straight national 
championship. 
Again, first-year shooters played a crucial role, 
as Juziuk and freshman Teel Rozman more than 
held their own in the high-pres.sure compctjtion. 
"All the pressure was on the individual 
competition the first clay," Juziuk said. "After we 
shot so badly in smallborc, I ciidn 't feel any pf'.essure 
in air rifle." 
The accomplishment marks the first time a Xavier 
team has taken first place in an NCAA finals. 
- Juon Beek · 
wa.m 5r4 
s PORTS 
lowed by two free throws by T .J. 
Johnson for a 54-42 lead with 
7:12 left. A string of XU turn-
overs, helped the Rams build a 
12-2 run and earn two chances to 
tie the game in the fmal nlinute. 
. The January Musketeers grew 
tentative in such situations after 
missing foul shots, evidenced by 
anunravelingatDayton. But the 
seasoned Muskies missed only two 
second-half free throws. On the 
other end the defense tightened, 
forcing Rams forward .John 
Henry into· a traveling call and 
Ray Carroll into a missed shot. 
"We tried to cover the play 
they had been successful with, 
knowing that ff it broke down 
they would try to drive the bas-
ketball," Prosser said. "\Ve made 
them . miss their first shot and 
didn't let them get off a second." 
Brown scored 11 of his game-
high 17 points over the final 20 
minutes. Kevin Ca1T scored 13 
points and grabbed six rebounds, 
while Gary Lumpkin tied a ca-
reer-high with seven assists. 
The Fordham defense slowed 
. cl.own t~~ifast-br~ak Muskies, who 
scored 44 second-half points in a 
76-75 comeback win at Duquesne 
three days earlier .. The game-
winning tip-in by Tyson Brit and 
three Duquesne shots in the final 
seconds, however, helped XU 
stomach Wednesday's tight affair. 
"[That] helped more than 
anything because we had to make 
key shots to win," Johnson said. 
Xavie~'s first conference 
tourney win since the 1993 MCC 
semifinals, however, paled before 
_Temple's 13-0 record in its A-10 
tournament openers. Though the 
Muskies became only the third 
Owls opponent this season to con-
vert half its shots, they set A-10 
tournament records with 36 field 
goal tries and 18 rebounds. 
Injuries have produced a 
Temple lineup with only one guard 
and three forwards, meaning one 
Owl shorter than 6-7. Thus, while 
the Muskies preferred to run the 
fast break against Fordham, they 
needed to against Temple. 
They couldn't. XU suffered 
scoring droughts of four and five 
minutes in the second half. 
"They guard so well and when 
you can't sci? re, you can't press," 
Prosser said. "You're not going 
to run on a team like Temple." 
Atleast,notrightnow. "\Vc're 
not nearly as good an up-tempo 
team as we 're going to be," Prosser 
forecast. 
Xavier matched the Owls most 
of the opening half, with Williams 
·slashing on slower defenders and 
Ltimpkin draining a trio of thrce-
pointcrs. But as the XU defense 
collapsed on all-Conference for-
ward Marc Jackson, Lynard 
Stewart drilled a pair of treys 
during an 11-2 run. After Wil-
liams cut the lead to single digits, 
Lamond Adams lofted a three to 
leave Temple up by 10 at halftime 
and ~U open-mouthed. 
pholo by Carlo11 DeJesm1 
Rifle team 111e111her.v 1i1cl11de {from left) Ted Rozmall, Karell 
Alexa11der, Kary11 J11zi11k a11d A1ulrea Lore11z. 
'++Ml 
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Colonials collapse Muskies' to1J11ley dream 
BY PETE HoLTERmNN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
With a week left in the regular 
season, the women's basketball 
team of Xavier was in a tie for 
third place i~ the West Division of 
the Atlantic 10 Conference with a 
7-6A-10record. FortheMuskies, 
it was an accomplishment to he 
that close to the top that I~ le in the 
season after being chosen to fin-
ish last in the division by confer-
ence coaches in the preseason poll. 
However, Xavier dropped its 
last three games, leaving itself in 
fifth place heading into 
Blacksburg, Va. for the confer-
ence tournament. Despite these 
thr·cc frustrating losses, XU was 
optimistic heading into the tour-
nament with a winning record of 
14-12 (7-9 A-10) that seemed to 
surprise everyone but the team 
itself. 
In the firstround, Xavier faced 
a 12-14 (6-10 Atlantic 10) St. 
Bonaventure team that came into 
Blacksburg riding high after up-
set wins against UMass and 
LaSalle to close out their season. 
Xavier, despite ending the season 
with the three game skid, came in 
confident remembering its 90-67 
defeat of the Bonnies at Schmidt 
Fieldhouse in mid-January. 
Xavier opened the game in a 
3-2 zone defense, as opposed to 
their usual man-to-man defense, 
to try to confuse the Borinies. 
Instead, St. Bonaventurejwnped 
out to an 8-2 lead thanks to some 
easy baskets. 
Xavier head coach Melanie 
Balcomb called a timeoutjust2 :30 
into the game to change the de- rankeclintheAssociatedPresstop 
fense. The Musketeers responded 25 poll fo~ much of the season, and 
·by launching a 30-8 run over the boasted the A-lO's best record at 
next 12 minutes of play. 22-6(14-2A-10)enteringthegame. 
"It took us almost the entire One of the Colonials' two losses 
'half to adjust anCI get into the in t.he A-10 came in early January 
offensive flow, and that put us at the hands of Xavier. The 
behind the eight hall," said Marti Muskies shocked GW 77-70, at 
Wltltmore; coach of the Bonnies. Schmidt Fieldhouse. However, 
Xavier took a 40-30 lead into GW exacted their revenge in Wash-
halftime. Comingoutofthebreak, ington D.C. on Feb. 21, by hand-
the two teams played fairly evenly ing Xavier a tough 68-62 loss. 
while exchanging ha~kets. How- This time around, it was all 
ever, a pair of three pointers from Colonials as GW ended Xavier's· 
Amy Siefring and one from Nikki season with a defeat of 82-61. 
Kremer helpedXavi~rextend their Xavier found itself at the mercy of 
lead early in the half. - GW's multi-faceted attack, and at 
The Muskies' suffocating de- the mercy of the' whistle, as they 
fcnse secured the game as they were called for a championship 
cruised to the 84-71 win. Stepping record 29 fouls. The Muskies' 
up defcnsi vely for Xavier was the starting five averaged over 27 min-
freshman point guard Kremer. utes per game this season, but foul 
After a frustrating season which trouble allowed only Stromberg 
was limited due to an eal'ly season and Siefring to see that many min-
knee injury, she finally returned utes, with 27 and 32 respectively, 
' to 100 percent in the past week, and forced Xavier to go deep into 
and saw significant playing time. its bench. 
"I've just been sitting there Xavier's defense never got go-
watching all season, and I've been ingin the game, thus they never got 
in lots of pain," said Kremer. "I theirgamegoing. "Wehadtrouble 
was really excited when I got in defending them, getting the re-
there finally and was able to play bounds and starting our running 
the way I wanted to." -Kremer game," said Balcomb. 
played a season high 23 minutes, - As a result, Xavier had to fight 
and scored nine points while grab- its way through the game. After 
bing three steals. being tied at 12-12 with 12:53 re-
Sheila Flint paced Xavier with maining in the first half, George 
a career-high 18 points. Siefring Washington jumped out in front 
and freshman Susanna Stromberg of the Muskies and never looked 
both added 17 points while haul- back, starting with a 9-0 run over 
ing down nine rebounds. Siefring the next four and a half minutes. 
also dished out eight assists. Coming out of halftime, GW 
In the second round, Xavier was up 40-26, but their real lead 
fac::ed George Washint,,rton. _ GW was with the fouls. Xavier was in 
has been on the threshold of being trouble with their starting Cor-
r'.'::==========================~ wards, Stromberg and Connie 
Hamberg, having three fouls 
apiece, and Siefring playing with 
two. GW, on the other hand, had 
no foul troub.le to speak of. 
Xavier worked to keep in the 
game, hut the Colonials essentially 
put the game away with an 11-0 
nmstartingatthel3minutemark, 
giving them a lead of 62-39 with 
just 10 minutes to play. 
The nails were slowly pounded 
into Xavier's cofftn when Hamberg 
fouled out with 7:21 left to play, 
and Sief ring's Xavier career ended 
bitterly with her fifth foul at the 
5:09. mark. Her frustration was 
evident as she left the floor and 
quickly buried her face in a towel 
on the Xavier bench. "Everytime 
we tried to get agressive, there 
.were fouls," Siefring said. "It got 
a little ridiculous at times." 
Siefrmgled the Musketeers with 
11 points. Stromberg and reserve 
center Kristie Stuc-
kenberg both added 10. 
Conference Player of. 
the Year runner-up, GW 
junior Tajama Abraham, 
led her team with 23 
points and eight re-
bounds. Her perfor-
mance heightened debate 
that she should have won · 
the Player of the Year 
honor over DusCJuesne's -
Korie Hlede. 
GW's constant threat 
from outside, . Lisa' 
Cermingnano, had 20 · 
points in the win, in~lud­
ing three from beyond the 
three-pointarc. Forward 
Myriah Lonergan added 
18 points with some ath-
~etic mo'ves and a couple 
of three-point plays. 
"It's just frustrating," 
said Siefring ofthe loss. 
"We didn't play our best 
·game, and itwasn't the 
timetodothat,notagainst 
George Washington." . · 
The Colonials went on 
to win the Atlantic 10 · ....... --------------
toumament, giving them -. _ . (Jhotos,.by Colleen.Witchgcr. 
an automatic hid to. the. $~ilaFlimrosetoploy<;1~~eyr,o(eagainst 
NCAA tournament. St;Bollave~lt11re, scoringl8poiius. 
This was one ef fetv occasions Kristie Stuckenherj didn ~ have the 
basketball The junior center scored a season41igh JO points in the 
Atlantic 10 Tournament quartetjinals against George Washington. 
cWJ11u acuw rnem . ill! IUllllGlll llllll!lll l !I lili!I I ±Lt LJlllJ II JU!IJ Jld!t 1 I I L ill!il 11111! 
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Musketeers pitch surprises on Florida trip 
BY Tm1 DE ConTE 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
One of the signs signifing the 
beginning of spring in the 
Midwestern states is the 
migration of Major League 
BasebaU~eams to their spring 
training sites .. 
Much like the major leagues, 
the XavierMtisketeer b~sehaU 
squad makes an annual trip to 
Florida over spring break to· 
prcpm·c for the conference 
season. 
Even though the Muskies 
showed flashes of brilliance 
during their trip, thcy·camc 
back to Cincinnati with ~ 4-8 
record. Xavier did score two 
impressive victories over 
Jacksonville (I0-8) arid North 
Florida ( 6-4 ). .l acksonvillc was 
previously ranked 24th in the 
country and North Florida is a 
perennial top five team in 
Division II. 
Star:ring for the Musketeers 
during the trip was sophomore 
catcher Jim Dallio, who hit for 
a .359 average with three home 
nms to go along withl4 HBis. 
Dallio was an All-MCC riew-
conicr as a freshman last year, 
and was named Atla_!Jtic IO 
Player of the Weck for his 
efforts on the trip. 
DaUio 's three ·clingers almost 
equalled his output of four 
round-trippers last season. 
Dallio attributes his early 
season success to his off-season 
work. "I worked out with a 
couple of major leaguers and I 
worked out over all the breaks 
and the offseason," said Dallio. 
Coach John Morrey said 
Dallio's success is directly 
related to "becoming more 
comfortable with his weight." 
Dallio has lost almost 30 pounds 
in the last year. 
"Jim has also come into his 
own defensively, throwing 
runners out, which helps his 
overall confidence," said 
Morrey. 
Another standout for the 
Musketeers in Flor·ida was 
senior pitcher Josh' Bradford. 
Bradford threw a complete 
game in the victory against 
North Florida. Bradford leads 
the team with a 1.20 EHA in his 
two starts, and was named this 
season's first A-IO Pitcher of 
the Week. 
MorTcy said that Bradford 
"dominated the North Florida 
game. He has the ability to h.e 
very good for us this season." 
Dallio said Bradford's effort 
"was the best thrown game l've 
seen since I've be.en here." · 
Bradford continued his 
domination Tuesday with a 
complete game shutout in 
Xavier's 7-0 win at Mj~mi. 
Hodd Hampson hit two doubles 
and added an mn. Seven 
Musketeer batters combined for 
eight doubles in the 12-hit 
attack. 
This season the Muskies 
welc~me a major influx of new 
talent, with 10 freshmen on the 
team. Though most teams 
usually take time to mesh with 
so many new players, Morrey 
doesn't think that will be a 
factor for the Musketeers. "I 
think the newness facto1· is 
eliminated hccau_sc we have the 
right people talcntwise and 
acadcmicwisc," he said. 
Sophomore Marty Sparks 
~aid, "Once the freshmen get 
relaxed on the field, they will fit 
in nicely." Dallio added, "Our 
freshmen have a lot of talent, 
we just have to put it all 
together as ·a team." 
That talent was evidenced in 
.the first Atlantic 10 Rookie of 
Soccer tryouts Monday 
The nte~ 's soccer team will liold tryou.ts for walk-on roster spots 
on Monday, March 18 at4 p'.m. at Cohe~ Field. Any current full-
time XU student ready to play is invited to the two-hour tryout with 
the team. Call coach Jack Hermans at 7 45-3879 with any questions. 
~This Week 
Saturday, March 16 -
. Sunday, March 17 
Tuesday, March 19 
.,., r 
Baseball doubleheader vs. Toledo, 
1 p.m., Hayden Field 
Baseball vs; Toledo, noon, 
Hayden Field 
Baseball vs. Cincinnati, 2 p.m., 
Hayden Field 
!'" ! I a r 1 n H n '' 
the Week award (or the season, 
which went to Hampson. The 
freshman third baseman/ 
pitcher batted .308 in seven 
games, including a 
double and four RBis 
against North 
Florida. 
This season, the 
Musketeers jump to 
the Atlantic JO in 
Morrcy's fourth year 
·as head coach. 
setting the school record for 
wins (32)." 
Morrey had mixed feelings 
about the Florida t,rip saying, 
"We're not 
h~ppy with a 4-8 
record, but. we're 
not sad about it 
either. We hit 
hit very poorly, 
but we did have 
some flashes of 
brilliance." 
Xa~ier has improved 
its winning 
percentage each of 
Morrey's first three 
years as head coach. 
tile photo 
Senior co-captain Sean 
West begti1s !tis fourth 
seaso11.at second base. 
Morrey said 
that even though 
the Muskies need 
better hitting and 
Morrey said, "our goal this year 
is to make the Atlantic IO 
tournament, which are the top 
two teams in each division, and 
more consistent 
defense, he thinks that Xavier 
can have a well balanced 
offensive attack for hitter-
fricndly Hayd~n Field. 
Co-captains Sean West and 
Mike Sak, Xavier's home run 
leaders last season with 15 and 
13 HR's respectively, will 
anchor the right side of the 
Muskies infield, while Sparks 
1·eturns at shortstop. 
Sparks believes that one of 
the Muskies main strengths is 
their team chemistry. "Our 
chemistry as a team is very 
good, because even though 
there are a lot of new players, 
everyone on the team are good 
friends," said Sparks. 
Xavier travels to Ball State 
today to take on the Cardinals 
before returning home for three 
games against Toledo this 
weekend and a contest against 
crosstown rival Cincinnati next 
Tuesday. Game time is 2 p.m. 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING C 0 R P S 
SUMMl:BSCBOOL:roa PEOPLE 
ON TllEIRWAY TO THE TOP. 
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a By the time you have graduated from 
freshman or sophomore, you can still college, you'll have the credentials of 
catch up to your classmates by --"'!!'!!'-.. an Army officer. You'll also have 
attending Army ROTC Camp Chai- the self-confidence and discipline 
lenge, a paid six-week summer it takes to succeed in college and 
course in leadership training. beyond. 
Hlllll llil'ill 
ARMY· ROTC 
TIE SMllUST COLLEGE·COURSE YOU CU TW. 
For details, visit St. Barbara Hall or call 
745-1062 
w merea w rrw rw•rnq 
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Commentary: 
Toumament alesson for Xavier 
BY JASON BECK 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Certain stere0types about 
Philadelphians proved true last 
week. Scalpers love 
Philadelphia beeause 
Philadelphiai11i love basketball, 
which is why scalpers can make 
a fortune off of Peiin games at 
The Palestra. And 
Phildelphians really do feed off 
of cheesesteaks. 
Except for sportswriters, 
that is; they feed off quotes 
from Temple he~d coach John 
Chaney. · 
In other places, writers give 
coaches just enough print space 
to fire themselves. Chaney is in 
his 14th year at Temple and 
counting, so writers give him all 
the space he wants. While 
Villanova is this year's darling, 
Chaney is the professor of 
Philadelphia basketball. 
"Rudyard Kipling once said, 
'Winning and losing are both 
impostors,"' Chaney scratched 
through his weary throat. 
"Now you have to stay up 
pretty late to. figure out what 
that means". ·I know what that · 
means because I have won." 
While it may sound 
arrogant, Chaney's point was 
the theme of last week's Atlantic 
10 Men's Basketball 
Championship. 
It's a theme that plays well in 
. the ears of the Xavier Muske-
teers. 
Five new A-10 members 
arrived at the Civic Center with 
laurels. Xavier was the only 
newcomer to win a game, and 
that was against another 
newcomer in Fordham. 
Chaney's Owls then gave XU a 
40-minute seminar on 
postseason intensity. 
Which is not to degrade the 
Muskies. Virginia Tech entered 
Philly ranked 21st in the nation 
and left with nightmares of 
another number 21, as Rhode 
Island guard Tys~n Wheel~r 
ran Tech into a quarterfinal 
upset and an eighth seed in the 
NCAA Tourney. St. 
Bonaventure guard Rashaan 
Palmer singlehandedly knocked 
out Dayton in the opening 
round, and La Salle was Rhode 
Island's opening round victim. 
So by the semifinals, the 
survivors in the A-10 
Tournament-the Owls, Rhode 
Island, UMass and George 
Washington-were all 
conference members for 13-plus 
seasons. That doesn't mean 
anything by itself, except that 
these teams have all knocked 
each other around (with UMass 
doing the mosfknocking) 
throughout the nineties, and 
they know the level at which to 
play in the postseason. 
Like Xavier last season, : . 
Temple could have taken an 
early loss and still qualified for 
the NCAA Tournament. UMass 
was a second seed regardless. 
But whereas many writers and 
commentators have called the 
conference tournament useless 
for top teams, the Owls and 
Minutemen stepped up their 
play. 
"We know we're a number 
one seed," UMass head coach 
John Calipari said after taking 
a fifth straight A-10 title, 75-61 
over Temple. "We know that. 
This is a three-day tournament 
where we're hunted by 
everyone." 
From the c1uarterfinals to the 
semifinals, the intensity level of 
the teams jumped. Moreover, 
players assumed roles they 
· weren't completely accustomed 
to. Chaney complains of the 
three forwards he has lo start in 
his lineups, but the Owls were 
still quick enough to heat the 
Muskie~ lo the basketball. 
UMass Player-of-the-Year 
Marcus Cainby was far less a 
scoring threat against Jackson 
and G;W. center Alexander 
Koul, but he swatted away 
enough layups lo be just as big a 
factor. Carmelo·Travieso, 
meanwhile, put on a three-day 
three-point shootout, scoring 21 
points in Saturday's final to 
take Most Outstanding Player · 
honors. 
"[Coach] told us to play 
harder and stop playing like ... 
I can't say what," Travieso said 
afterward. 
At the MCC tournaments 
Xavier played in long ago, Oie · 
b~g question was whether the 
tourney. champion could pull a 
first-round upset. At the 
Atlantic 10 fin~I, the goals go 
further. 
"There's no reason why they 
shouldn't be number one," 
Chaney said ofUMass. 
"Camby is the best player in 
this country-bar none." 
This is what Xavier head 
coach Skip Prosser has said 
11'1'11111 L £ 2111211 lllJ IEB LUJJll!ll I 112 Jll!li!I U~ 
much ofthe season. In Temple 
and UMass, he has the best 
classroom in which to 'teach his 
players about winning, the top· 
speciinens of success to . 
examine. 
And even as Prosser 
congratulated his team on its 
first A-10 tournament, he 
handed out assigitments for its 
second. 
~·1 told them what we had · 
done previously in the off-
season was not going to he good 
enough. We have to get 
stronger. Guys have lo work on . . 
their individual games. The bar · . . ·. · photo·by Carloe DeJe1ue 
has been raised." · DarneU Williams was one ef sever.al MU.Sketeer~ cliosing around 
Temple shooters like Levan Alston (30). The Owls neu?found outside 
shooting is one reason they made the Atlantic 10 Championlhipfmal 
March Madness guru hits Queen City 
Vitale: pre-tourney hype, baby! 
. BY JEFF DAVIS 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
While most people will go the nionth of March 
with the same routine as they did January and 
February, ESPN broadeasterDick Vitale sees the 
month ih a different light. · ·· . · · · 
"Awesome baby! March Madness is here," Vitale 
will scream in a northeastern accent, during an · 
ESPN telecast. 
The college goodwill am-
bassador best known for his 
., 
rowdy and eneregizing broad-
cast style was in CinCinnati 
Feb. 22 to broadcast the Cin-
cinnati.:Lowsville game at the 
Shoemaker Center and to sign 
autographsattheJoseph-Beth 
Bookseller in the Norwood 
PaVillion. While in the Queen 
City, Vitale took time-out to 
talk about Xavier basketball 
and the NCAA tournament. · 
something, no one has figured out how to beat them 
yet (at the time)," Vitale said. "That team can play 
all day, they are so underrated. Let me teUyou 
something, Marcus Camhy is my player of the year, 
baby. -When t.he game is on the ropes, Camby steps 
up, and they haven't lost;,, . 
·Vitale on'tlie Final Four: "It wi!I be hetweeu 
UMass, Kentucky, Cincinnati, Kansas and 
Villanova. But in the final outcome, it's Kentucky 
all the way baby. It's the year of · 
the cat. [Rick] Pitino and ·the 
boys are gonna cut down the nets 
this year. They're quick, they · 
have depth, and [Tony] Delk is a 
inagriificent ball pJayer to lead 
the team down the stretch. They 
are blowing teams away right now 
by playing brilliant basketball." 
Vitale on his a11.;.AtJantic I 0 
· team: "I haven't really given it 
much thought.· All I have' to say is 
. Marcus Camby is my player of 
. the year. P-0-T-Y, baby." 
Vitale on Cinderella learns: Vitale on Xavier's mens· 
basketball program: "The 
freshmen have been up and 
down this year. (Gary) 
Lumpkin and (Darnell) 
Williams have a lot of 
potential." Vitale attributed 
the roller coaster season of the 
photo by Carlo8 DeJesus 
Dick Vitale was a PTPer 10hen he 
"Several teams can make it to the 
Swe~t .16, hut not beyond. 
Virginia Tech can create some 
problems, as can Stanford and 
Wake Forest. Also; you have to 
look out for Georgia Tech. with 
the freshman Stephon Marbury 
who's doing ~ great job clown · · ·Musketeers ·to the loss of 
signed autographs at Joseph-Betit 
Bookseller. 
several key players from last year's team. "They 
lost a lot of guys from last year's team, so they're 
going to have to rely on the young guys to do the 
work." 
Vitale said he sees a bright future for Xavier. 
"Skip Prosser has· continued the tradition right 
where Pete Gillen left off. He is a great coach. Just 
look at what the team did against UMass. They 
played a brilliant game." 
Vitale on UMass: "A lot of people say UMass 
doesn't have enough depth, Well Jet me tell you 
z·m 1a 
there." 
Vitale on XaVier hosting the women's rmal four 
in 1997: "I think it's great for the prograni. 
Anytirne you can get exposure through an event like· 
this, it's great. Xavier_ can only profit from such an 
undertaking." . · 
After talking about the game for awhile, Vitale 
proclaimed, "Hey, I'm outta here ... it's time to take 
a T-0 baby." With that, he went off to sign copies 
of his new hook, "Holcling Court: Reflections ofthe 
Gam_e I Love." 
&2!11 I ••a•+' m 
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Muskies move on after season of adjushnents 
BY PETE HOLTEDIANN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
at halftime, Xa.vier came back to but then went 2-6 in the month of 
defeat Marist, 74-68. February. This "February 
This started a six-game win- Funk" clashed any hopes of ~ 
ning streak that jump-started Cinclerellaenclingtothcirseason: 
At Midnight Madness last Oc- Xavier's inau.,rurat· A~lO. cam- "W II f h h 
. . e were a res men t is tobe~,expectationsfortheXavier paign. Included in this streak .year," said Balcomb. "You ·al-
Musketeer wonien~s basketball was an upset victory o·ver·the"A~ · I I b 
. . . . . . . . . ways earn a ot efore you bc-
tcam were .. IJli~i~~I-~' T.~~ pro-: .. lOJavorite G.eorge Washl~gton'. comeasophomorc." Shefeels_th.e 
gram was ente~g 1t~ .first year in · - TheMus.kies handed the Colonials · teani will be better prei~ared ~ext 
thcAtlantiCl,Oppnfer,en~eun~er the first ofmily two co.~f~rence fall because they k~·~w what to 
the leadership.offirst~yearhead . l~sscs this season. e~pectfrom her:and'thatthi~·will 
coach MelanieBalcorUb~ Balcomb Als_o in the streak, Xavier won increase the team's chances for 
joined. the program late iri the theHomeownShootoutoverCin- success. 
ycm· by signing in early Septem- eiimati at Schmidt Fieldhouse. Youth aside, Balcomb cited 
her, and she. was· bringing with The game, highlighted by intense 
her an up-tempo style of play that -played sparked by an enthusias-
was relatively new to most of the . tic crowd, was won _by Xavier on 
young Muskies. ·· a 10-0 run over the final four 
The Muskies overcame it all, minutes of the game. 
however,andturnedina~nning Despite the ending of the 
record of 15-13. In the A-10 pre- streak, Xavier continued to play 
season poll, they were ch.osen to well, and marched to 5-2 confer-
finsh last in the West Division. ence mark. Things started to 
They finished at 7-9 and in fifth turn al'Ouncl for the Muskies with 
place, but were in a:tie for third a very difficult. 87-82 overtime 
placewithonlyaweeklefttoplay. loss on the road to Virginia Tech 
Xavierjumpedoutofthegates on Jan. 28. 
inconsistency and her team's in-
ability to win on the road as 
trouble spots for the team. 
Keying Xavier's success this 
year was the post play of junior 
Sheila Flint ani:I freshman 
Susanna Stromberg. Both aver-
aged nearly 10 point~ and 6.5 
rebounds per game. 
as it defeated Georgetown and "I think that game took alot 
Illinois in its firsttwo games. As it out of us emotionally," said 
entered the sec~nd 1·ound of the Balcomb. "We shot ourselves in 
Northern Light~ Tournament in the foot in a way, and that really 
Anchorage, Alaska, Xavier was . slowed us down. We never really 
an eve~~:;~·,,·•"' !;; ., ,, . . ..... came back from that game the 
Theirsecondgameofthetour- way ~e h~d h~ped." 
nament was against Marist. De~ Xavier rebounded to pick up a 
spitethecoldofAlaska, this game non-conferenc.e victory over In-
set the team on fire. Down by 15 diana State to close out January, 
Stromberg, a native of Fin-
land, had some difficulty adjust-
ing to the American game which 
was much more offensive ori-
ented. At one. point this season, 
Balcomb stopped · practice and 
made the team run if Stromberg 
did not take advantage of good 
shooting opportunities. She im~ 
proved steadily as the season con-
tinued, and ~a~ nam~d to the.A- ... L-------------------;.._ _____ _J 
XU rookies honored 
Freshman guards Lenny Brown 
and Gary Lumpkin were named to 
the All-Rookie team last week by 
Atlantic lOConferencemedia.Brown 
was honored. three times this season 
as A'-10 Rookie of the Week, and 
averaged 12.5 points and .4.1 
rebounds per game. Lumpkin, who 
averaged ll.2 points and shot 40 
percent froni three-point range, 
received one Rookie of the Week 
award and ·was named to the 
presseason ·. Rookies of Influence 
squad. - Juon Beck 
.fl StatLeacters 
Men's Basketball 
Scoring: Le~ny Brown, 338 points (12.5 per game) 
ReboWlding:' T;J, Johnson, 189 (6.8 per game) 
Assists: Gary Lumpkin, 89 
Women's Basketball . 
Scoring: Amy Siefring, 279 points (17.4 per game) 
Rebowiding: Sheila Flint, 120 (7.5 per game) 
Assists: Kiesha Brown, 87 
10 All-Rookie team.· 
Sophomore Connie Hamberg 
and junior top-reserve Jenny 
Rauh both contributed an aver-
age of 10 points per game despite 
midseason. slumps. . The duo, 
alongwithsophomorepointgaurd 
·Kiesha Brown, helped the team·. 
shoot35 percent from three-point 
range. . Brown's 11 points per 
game were second best on the 
team. 
Freshmen Nikki Kremer and 
Jamie Griffin _also. contributed 
and improved as the season 
pregressed. Griffin's play in the 
post was invaluable off the bench. 
Kremer saw limited action early 
in the. season due to a preseason 
knee injury. 
In the conference tournament, 
however, she finally saw some 
significant playing time as her 
knee felt better. 
Leading the way for the Mus-
keteers. was senior guard Amy 
Siefring. On the floor, Sicfring 
led the team with 18.2 points per 
gaine; and was third in rebound-
ing on the team with six per game 
despite being only 5-7. · 
More important to the success 
of the team was her leadership off 
the court. "Amy knew from the 
very beginning of this season that 
she'd have to be a leader," said 
plmlo by CoUeen Wilcliger 
Sellior guard Amy Siefting has led the Musketeers statistically this 
seasoll, but also t111ih determinatioll a!ld liard wor!.:. 
Stuckenherg, who is Siefring's 
roommate. "She took that job 
very seriously." 
This leadership was most evi-
dent iil Xavier's rematch victory 
over Virginia Tech .. Siefring 
earned her first career triple-
double in the game with 11 points, 
11 rebounds and 13 assists. 
According to Balcomb, it was 
not Siefring's statistical perfor-
mance that made the difference 
in the game. 
"I think Amy showed a lot of 
verall leadership tonight. When 
she does that, she takes some 
pressure off herself when she does 
that, and she plays better. 
Siefring w'as a player that the 
team respected and looked up to. 
"I want to work as hard ~s she 
does,"Hamberg.said. "Herspark 
gets everyone else gofog." 
Siefring put herself in the his-
tory hooks this season as well. 
She earned her l,OOOth ·point ' 
against George Washington, on . 
Jan. 4, and dished her 200th ca-
reer assist two days later agaisnt 
Dusquesne. OnJan. 3l~shemade 
her 75th consecutive start, a 
streak that began witht he start of 
her so homore ear. 
She has also received honors 
outsideofXavier. Shewasnamed 
to the GTE District IV Academic 
AU-America Second Team. She 
was also named to the Atlantic 10 
All-Academic team and the 
Second-Team all-Conference. 
Despite all this attention, 
Siefring tries to play it down. 
"She's real modest," said 
Stuckenberg. "She always tells 
people, 'I'm . not that good a 
player."' 
"I really enjoyed the four years 
here at Xavier," said an emo-
tional Siefring after the Goerge 
Washington loss in the confer-
ence tournament that ended her 
career. "This last season was 
rea~ly special because we were 
expected to do nothing." 
Siefring, an elementary edu-
cation major, has one semester 
left at Xavier so she can do her 
~tudent teaching. After that, she 
wants to return to her hometown 
of Coldwater, ·Ohio, and coach 
. basketball at her alma mater. 
Siefring has lefther mark on 
· Xqvier basketball, and Balcomb 
hopes that her team remembers 
her intensity and desire when they 
hit the floor next season. 
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Talking Boom with .Cypress Hill 
BY SOREN BAKER 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
"I just think.that people c~n relate to 
our (music) for:- some reason," lead . 
rapper B-Real said in a backstage 
interview before last month's Cypress 
Hill perfor~ance at the Indianapolis 
Convention Center. ·"And a l~t of other 
people try.to imitate things that we've 
done, and people don't respect an 
imitation. They want originality. And 
we come witkoriginal (stuff)." 
One of the most original things about 
Cypress Hill is their music. On their 
self-titled debut, producer Muggs 
created a sonic tapestry that tocik the 
hip-hop nation by storm. "How I Could 
Just Kill A Man" and "Hand On The 
Pump" wc1·e two musically complex 
songs which incorporated new, fJierciJ1g 
sounds to listeners' cars. The trend 
continued with their second album B/ac/,'. 
Su11day, and their latest platinu~1 
release, Ill (Temp/;s Of Boom). 
"Muggs is always trying to co~e up 
with new (stuff) nobody's domg," B-Real 
said. "We just perfected the sound we 
came up with which.was.some slow, 
funky-type hip-hop. You know some of 
the songs were hype, but most of it was 
real funky. With Blac/,: Sunday it was 
hardcore funk. With this album, we 
threw it all out the window. We said 'we 
can't do the same thing three albums in a 
row. So we decided to make everything 
sound deeper, more for if you were to 
put the headphones on. It would make 
you trip out or make·you feel it. It's real 
deep heavy bass." · · 
Having toured Australia, Europe and 
North and S.outh America extensively 
during their five-year career, Cypr:ess 
Hill has seen a lot of negativity withm the 
music indu~try - more censorship, 
fewer concerts, and several shady . 
mdependent record labels creeping into 
the business. 
An_d like most rap groups, Cypress 
Hill tried to help some of their friends 
out by working production or allowing 
them to appear on a Cypress single. 
While this wo~ked well initially, B-Real 
said aiding others can backfire. 
"There was two sides to it. When 
Hous1! of Pain first came out and it was a 
success, it did a lot for (our) group. It 
put another notch under Muggs' heh," 
he said. "But when they started playing 
themselves, here and there, doing (stuff) 
that maybe we didn't think was cool, it 
was kind of {messed up)." Another 
Cypress protcgc, Funkdoohiest, has not 
enjoyed House of Pain's success, hut 
they still are in Cypress' camp. 
"Sometimes the music can be good 
and the album can be good and all that, 
but if they am 't cool people, it does us no 
, good to have these (people)," B~Real 
said. "We want them to make good 
records ·but. we also want them to be 
humble about it. And House of Pain, 
certain members couldn't be humble 
about their situation. Funkdoobiest, 
they ar~. T~ey're always cool." 
Tension can break apart friends and 
alliances, but' criticism from people in 
the busmess can also be upsetting. 
Cypre~s Hill has bee~ accuse~ of "selling 
out" even though they have never done 
commerci~l endorsements like many of . 
their peers. 
photo by Soren Baker 
Lead rapper B-Real peiforms w1il1fury 
iii /11di011apo/is. 
"I just know that it's (messed) up 
because if we were to go and (make a 
Sprite commercial), they'd call us sell-
. ·outs big time," B-Real said.' "A lot of 
people are full of (crap). They pomt the 
fingers at us, but they don't look at the 
other (rappers who are really selling 
out). Theyjust look at us. But I've 
gotten over that." 
. Even though Cypress Hill has evolved 
over the years, and continues to do so, 
they still do not rap about a certam 
segment of the population: women. 
"I don't talk about·women: I respect 
women," B-Real said. "I'll say this. 
What I talk about is (stuff) that's 
affected me. Not to say that no woman 
has affected me, just to say I'd rather 
talk about things that could maybe make 
people look different about a certain 
situation. And with women, I'm not 
trying to address that because I don't got 
anything bad to say. And I have a lot of 
positive (stuff) to say, but my energy is to 
somewhere else on getting the kids out of 
a situation where they get an outlook on 
the violent lifestyle and the drugs, and_ 
all this (stuff) - to turn them away from 
that, rather than to say that I'm in love 
with some girl or this and that. That's 
nobody's business. And what else is 
there to say about a woman? Either 
you're in love 01· you'n~ going through 
some (drama). There's only two sides. 
I'd rather not even go into that. I'd 
rather just talk about (stuff) that I think 
would help kids learn about a lifestyle 
they don't need to lead." 
Cyp'ress Hill continues to sell records· 
by the boatload and their popularity has 
solidified. 
Aside from touring, Muggs is working 
on a compilation album that will feature 
B-Real, members of the Wu-Tang Clan, 
MC Eiht, Redman and.Erick Sermon. 
An all-Spanish EP is also in the works, 
as is a re~ix album. Cypress Hill 
continues to grow and reach new fans 
across the country. 
"You just can't be accept~d by one 
community," B-Real said. ' 
"That's cool to represent your 
community of people, where you come 
from, but you've got to make everybody 
understand your thing. If they can't 
understand it, explain it." 
Emotional, 'Personal' view on life and love 
BY SHAUNA POPE even further, and the two become lovers. ·first and most obvious is that the 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE After that p~int, Atwater (with Justice's characters have almost no problems 
assistance) begins her whirlwind ·ascent until the film's unexpected ending. 
"Up Close and Personal" presents the to the top. Atwater and Justice make walking the 
romantic relationship of an ambitious Through one of Justice's contacts, ladder of success look like walking on 
television journalist on her way to the ·Atwater lands a job at Channel 7 in level ground. 
top, and a nian who has alreadvbeen Philadelphia. The second flaw is that the film makes 
there. · · · While working there, she happens to it seem like Atwater coulCI not have 
Sallyanne Atwater (Michelle Pfeiffer) be in the right place at the right time and beconie successful without Justice's help. 
is an aspiring journalist from Reno, Nev. 'secur~s a job at a network, fulfilling her This is not just because he is her mentor; 
The video she sends out to prospective dream. when she leaves him to go to Philadcl-
employers lands her a job as a secretary Pfeiffer and Redford both give phia, she has trouble getting established 
at Channel 9 news in Miami. outstanding performances. there- that is, until Justice comes to 
In Miami, Atwater meets Warren They make the audience care about the rescue. At that pomt, the film almost 
Justice (Robert Redford), a veteran .tile pholo the characters to the pointthat the . seems guilty of sexism. 
newsman who produces Channel 9's Ta/lyAtwater(MiclwUeP.fei/fi!r)snuggles viewer wants to laugh when _they laugh Nevertheless, the romance m the film 
newscast. with her 111011, Jf/arrell Justice (Robert . and cry when_ they cry. Also, the is enjoyable. 
The relationship gets off to a rocky Rer!ford). romance ·between the two characters is "Up Close and Personal" is a nice 
start. However, it soon evolves into a. enthrallmg. break from ·the. real world, but it doesn't 
mentor/protege relationship when becomes Tally) and a shot at reporting. Despite its positive aspects, "Up Close really reflect reality . 
. Justice gives Atwater a new name (Sally. Inevitably, the relationship evolves. and Personal" has two major flaws'. The . 1 . 
w.@.ml'M:w,'f~..1$$,$)W~~.W~.mim'%'-"'-~$;~ID;;W..$W"'**''Wo$llW.~t~-*~~*l!W.&'""'1~™:'*b$.::°™~®i~~i$';~$~'lm1<$1'i~r'*'~W»;:<;;:lW.r~~1.W<W.lM'~~~$.$';w.<..~~;~$.-$*°~ 
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·Playing pool.at school ·Average Lifter 
BY CHARLF.s Fm.Ds 
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
In the past, it was baseball, 
basketball, even football, but 
not billiards. Today, the results 
are in: billiards (or pool) is 
America_'s favorite pastime. 
This hobby makes right and left 
angles a game instead of a 
geometry lesson·. Why is 
billiards America's newe!'lt 
fascination? 
After many visits to local 
pool halls and the Down under, . 
die key to a player's skill seems 
clear: luck. The average · 
person will never be as good as 
Michael Jordan at basketball or 
be able to_ field a baseball as 
well as Ozzie Smith, but the 
average person can be good at 
pool, even if it's just luck. 
"1 never calculate the angles 
when I play. I just hit the ball 
hard," says one Downunder 
pool player. The sporadic 
movement of the hall when it 
hits another hall, then a wall, 
then bounces on the floor is 
usually awkward enough to put· 
it into one of the six holes. 
~ ... 
photo by'Carloit DeJesua 
Even r"11en noofle is playing, the pool table in theDoum11mler 
IUU a certain aura about it. 
BY CHRIS PES11 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The new alternative rock 
offering from Mercury Recci~ds 
.is Umblifter, comprised up o( 
Ryan Dahle (vocals and guitar) 
and brother Kurt (drums and 
vocals), and Ian Somers 
(bassist). The group's self-titled 
albuin is decent. 
There ar~ no outstanding 
songs on this album, and it · 
.won't earn the band millions of 
dollars, although it is a solid 
effort. 
Limblifter is your average 
'90s rock hand with a generic . 
alternative influence. Bands· 
Pool is not really a new target and knocking either all that sound similar to Limblifter 
·sport. It has been around since the striped or all the solid balls are the Goo Goo Dolls and the 
rue photo 
LimbhJier is amo11g the latest roe!.· 
groups to come. 0111 with 011 alter-
flative sourul. 
the fifteenth century~ The sport_ irito the 'corner pockets. The Toadies. All the songs in this these selections are laced with 
has French, English and game is simple, which could he album are basically the same: different vocal styles and 
Belgian origins, each adding one reason foriis popularity. short songs with medium paced interesting guitar riffs. 
their own unique spins to _what . Billiards is a· game of skill· - lyrics and faster, harder- '. It's doubtful that Limblifter 
has now si~ply been called and practice, bt1t until you have . rocking choruses. is on the high road to 'success, 
pool. real ability, hick will do just There are no soft ballads or but if you happen to see this 
. The object of the game is to fine. If you are looking for a really heavy songs on the album in a bargain bin~ or you 
sink all your balls before yol.1r quick game, there are friendly ~lbmri. Especially good tracks need a tenth pick f~r youdfee 
opponent. You do this by pooi shar_ks at every table who include "I Wonder If" and BMG CDs, this album Will 
propelling the white ha,U at your will take your monP-y. "Dominant Monkey." Both of provide a few enjoyable cuts. 
--~~..;...~~~~..;...~~~~_;~.:...~...;;;..~~~~---~-'-..;...~~ ............ ~--...... ~~--~...;....~~~-'-...... ~ ............ ~ ...... --~~~~~~--~~-'-~~--..-.~ ...... ..,..,.......,~·~ 
,-; ~. 
llive l1:ilioJie was Orie of_ 
ArmricaS ·rmt ~hi~]] 
~ _ .i.ml:il he rnVeal<rl his 
ha---·-~-~"" 
TONIGHT!!~·_ 
_.7:30P.M. ... 
KEllEY AUDITORIUM FREE!! 
Sign_ up now. 
' . ' ~ . 
• • 
i MCAT ---, I I 
I 
····· .. ----a·nd ;save! 
Get a head start on the MCAT 
with The·Nation's Leader in Test Prep! 
• Great teachers 
. • Great strate9ies 
. • Great materials 
1-a·oo-KAP-TEST 
KAPLACN 
PHYSICS AT UD 
An intensive summer program-lune 18, 1996-August 3, 1996 
• A fullcyear college physics course; including laboratories, in 7 weeks. 
• Ideally suited for pre~medical and other life science college students. 
• Appropriate for.most academic•majors. 
• Housing.available. -
· •· Mal<eYoutplari's riow~ -· .... - -- · 
Call the 
Department of Physia 
(513) 229·2311 
a··, 
What could ·"',p·~·: · 
be mo.re. . 
exc1t1ng 
Th£ University of Daytcm 
300 College Park 
Dayton, Ohio 45469-2314· 
than st'arting your -
in an indus.try primed · " §<flb\J £\AiO , • 
• Starting your career with the acknowledged leader of that industry! The Electronics Boutique, . 
a global specialty retailer of sophisticated computer and ' 
video-related hardware and software products, invites you to 
become part of our 19-year tradition of superior cutting edge . 
technology, innovative marketing, and continuous company expansion. 
We are a fast-growing company with over 300 stores in 40 states, and 
expanding opportunities in Canada, England and Korea. At EB your career 
can be as unlimited as your imagination; And, as a management 
professional you'll enjoy: - . _ 
• Highly competitive salaries 
•Company-paid benefils 
including medical, 
dental and Ille Insurance · · 
•· 
. -· ·-. 
We will be visiting .· · · · 
XAVIER COLLEGE· · 
Interviews - March 21 .. 
• 100% company-paid /raining 
• Tuition assis/ance 
• Fl11ible scheduling 
· e' Opportunities tor rapid 
.· ca11eradrancement · 
"· 
Take a look at a· leader 
ChoiceCare Is (jreater Cincinnati's leading managed care company - and an 
·excellent place to begin your career in information systems. We're stable, 
strong and growing rapidly. We've created a culture that is friendly, 
dynamic and always evolving. When it comes to technology, we're on the 
leading edge with our dient server technology. You'H have the opportunity 
to contribute right away, pursue ongoing training and put your innovative 
ideas to the test. Don't just take our word for It - plan to meet with us and 
learn for yourself what makes us a unique choice for the area's top Information 
Systems graduates. 
Call Karen Lyons at 745-3140 to 
arrange an on-campus interview.· 
Please mention that you saw the ad in the Xavier Newswire. 
Tuesday, March 26,,8:3.0-AM - 4:15 PM . 
Career Services Center at University Center. 
Over 960/o of our recent graduates 
' are working-in their field. 
Nursing today isn't what · 
it used to be:..it's better! 
... 
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They thought his stupendous adventures were 
over with the death of his sidekick, Monkey-Boy. · 
"Round is'rock, 
Rock is rolling, 
•Men's baseball pitch against 
totally terrible Toledo today at 1 
p.m. Head to Hayden Field and 
pack a picnic lunch, this is a 
double-header. 
tuesday 
March 19 · lL\LENDAR 
They were wrong.• Coming this semester ... 
"Calendar Man and ihe Academic MalJ of Doom." 
w~'YC7 Marchll~.r 
•Those crazy commuters are 
having a cookout today from 10 
a.m.~2 p.m. out on the academic 
mall somewhere; So dodge a 
crane and jump over a crevice in 
search of the holy hamburger. 
Watch out for the spear-throwing 
contruction workers. 
tt!!'JSday 
•He's majored in the physics 
of beer for the past four years at 
Xavier!· Johnny Calzone, the 
mouth of the Midwest, will be the 
oDly ~oic~-you hear from 2:30-5 
a.m. on 91. 7 FM WVXU. 
friday 
Marchl5 
•The sun is shining and the 
breezefeelsriiceontheskin. What •TGiF with a St. Patrick's 
theme for the Xavier. faculty will could improve a day like this? A 
he l·n the Schott Dm" ing Roo.m steaming shot of caffeine with two 
sugarsandcream. lnternationaJ from 4:30-6 p.m. Watch Dr. 
Coffee Hour is today from 3:30- Fontana dress in green and pre-
c tend he's a leprechaun. 4:30 p.m. at the Romero enter. 
•Those raunchy resi_dence Join Earthcare in the consump-
tion of the earth bean. halls are having Bingo Fever to-
• Morbid Angel has descended -night in the University Grill from 
· , 7-9p.m .. Admissionandsnackage· upon Bogart's for a concert with 
is free. There's a disco theme, so their pals At The Gate & Dissec- . 
tion. Doors open at 7 p.m. Tick- put on the bell bottoms and take 
ets are $10 and 50 "Hail Marys." part in this wholesome Catholic 
tradition. 
SUMMER WORK!! 
Landscaping 
Spend your summer landscaping 
with Fath Management Company, 
one of the· largest property 
·management firms in Greater 
Cincinnati. Full-time positions 
available. Hours are M-F, 8-4:30. 
No · experience necessary. 
Dependability and transportation 
required. Interested candidates 
should apply at Aspen Village 
Apartments,2703 Erlene Drive, or 
call 662-3724 for an appointment. 
Pre-employment Drug Screen 
Required. 
Fath Management Company 
E.O.E. 
**FOR RENT** 
SHARP INDIVIDUAL 
NEEDED for challenging front 
desk p~sition in busy Hyde Park 
hair salon. Successful candidate 
should possess . good 
communication skills, he neat in 
appearance and detail oriented, 
light typing involved, computer 
skills helpful, will train. Apply 
in. person at Phyllis at the 
Madison, 2324 Madison Rd., 
321-1300. 
Dependable, EnthusiastiC 
.individual Needed to supervise 
3 children (10, 9, 5); Weekdays 
3:30-6:00pm(3-5dayspcrweek); 
Symllles Township; Personal 
transportation required; Call 
745-73'.78. 
Co~e grab your shoes, 
We're going bowling." 
-Mike Baron 
•Calendar Man was in Miami, 
Fla. and he went bowling. It was 
a. stupendous experience which 
everyone should do during col-
lege. Get your buddies, buy a 
couple of pitchers of brew, and 
rock, roll 'n' bowl. 
"Beware the Ides of March!" 
•"All good things must come 
to~ end" ... and so Alexis Wesley 
will be having . her final perfor~ 
mance at Xavier. The soprano 
and student of Harriet Beebe~ 
have her senior recital in the Uni-
versity Theatre tonight at .8 p.m. 
•The Black Student 
Association is having its 7th 
Annual Fashion Show in the 
Downunder from 7-9 p.m. 
Observesomeofthefashionsavvy 
and sassy styles of university .stu-
dents and local talent. 
Afterwards, head to the Main 
Dining Room for a dance also 
sponsored by BSA from 9 p.m.-1 
a.msitnda . 
March 17' .· Y 
Happy St. Patrick's Day! 
•Toheconcluded! Men'~base-
d · ball takes on ticklish Toledo to-. sahw . ay· dayatnoon.Bringtheluckofthe 
· March 16 . · Irish to Hayden Field and sup~ 
•Sandy Messerly will be tell- port your Muskies. \ 
ing St. Patrick's Day stories at •Jazz guitarist Bucky 
Joseph-Beth Booksellers in the Pizzarclli, Bob Bodley on bass 
Rookwood Pavili~n. Roll out of · and Ron En yard on the skins will 
bed at 11 a.m; and listen to tales he playing at Xavier today in the 
oftheEmeraldlsle'sfamoussaint. University Theatre. · The gig 
There's also coffee at the cafe to. begins at 7:30 p.m~',. and 
· help you stay a~ake.. ·admission is free With ID. 
TROPICAL RESORTs 
HffilNG 
•Are yourearsalwayslikethat 
or are you happy to see me? Get 
your Klingon butt to Joseph-Beth 
Booksellers in Harper's Station 
for"StarTrekforSingles." Come 
meet othe~ sentient life forms who 
appreciate science fiction or just 
. come to see'the monkeys in uni-
, form. Admission is free, and a 
drawing for free passes for the 
interactive Star Trek exhibit will 
be held. · Damn it, ~onkey,. the 
event runs from 7-9 p.m. 
=Well, Calemlar Man is tan. 
The C-Man and Phat Charles had 
. a stupendous time in Miami, Fla: 
I almost dido 't want to come back 
to the land of ice. and snow. 
Currently; the C-Man needs new 
events, so send them to ML 2129. 
Also the C-Mari knows of a certain 
director that needs one of those 
old Viewmasters for his play in 
Workshop '96. Drop a line. 
We at The Newswue hate to 
make mistakes. If you find an 
error, caU 745-3130 and let us 
know. ThankYou! 
Where poets, storytellers, and 
musicians celebrate their talents 
over rich desserts and coffee. 
Open mk follows scheduled 
mus1c1an. Twin Spires 
Entry-level & career positions National Parks, Forests, \Yildlife 
available worldwide. (Hawaii, Preserves, & Concessionaires are 
.Coffeehouse meets every 2nd & 
4th Thursdays of each month at 
8:00PM. Need a ride? Shuttle 
service available to and from 
Xavier. Call Tess to reserve a 
seatat751-5237. $3Covcrcharge-
covers all. 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW 
HIRING 
Earn upto$2,000+/monthworkiiig 
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tourcom-
. panies; World travel. Seasonal & · 
· full-timecmploymentavailable. No 
. Mexico,Caribhean,ctc.).Waitstaff, now ·hiring seasonal workers. 
hou8ekeepcrs, SCUBAdiveleaders, · Excellentbenefits+bonuses! Over 
fitness counselors, and more. Call 25;oo0openin@s! Fornioreinfo. 
ResortEmployrnentServices,1-206- call:- 1~206-971~3620 ext;N55641. 
971-3600 ext.R55641: 
**FOR RENT** 
3 .family House, equipped 
kitchens, laundry facilities, 
private entrances, off-street 
parking, heat and \Vater paid, 3 
blocks from· campus in North 
Avondale. 3 bedroom"- $750; 5 
bedroom - $1000; 221~=5772. . 
SAVE$2000N 
GROCERIES 3 Floors, 4 Bedrooms each floor. 
Full Kitchen, laundry facilities, 
off-street parking. 5 minute 
walking distance. Available in 
April. Call 221.:()323 or 221-6140. · 
NOW SHOWING two 5 
bedroom apartments with kitchen, 
double showers, laundry facilities, 
off-street parking. Within walking 
distance. Call221.:()323or221-6140. 
· experience necessary. For more 
information call 1-206-971-3550 
ext.C556iU. 
ATTENTION ALL STU-
DENTS!!! GRANTS & SCHOL-
ARSHIPS AVAILABLE! BIL- . 
LIONS OF$$$ IN PRIVATE · · 
FUNDING. QUALIFY IMME-
DIATEL Y. 1-800-AID-2-
HELP (l-800-243-2435.) 
Over 1200 name brand items to· 
choose from. Shop anywhere. 
Better, than the newpapers ! Call 
23l-2022. 
TEACH ENGLISH IN 
KOREA- Positions available 
monthly. BA or BS degree 
required. US$: $18,500-$23,400/ 
yr. Accommodation & round-tri(J 
airfare provided. Send resume, 
copy of diploma au'cl copy of 
passport to: Bok Ji Corporation, 
Clum Bang Bldg., 154-13Samsung 
Dong,KangNamGu, Seoul; Korea 
135-090, TEL:Oll-82-2-555-
JOBS(5627) FAX: Oll:.s2-2-552-
4FAX(4329) Please respond as 
soon as possible. Thank You. 
THERAPEUTIC DAYCAMP LEADERS 
The Cincinnati Recreation Commission is seeking enthusiastic individuals to work claycamp 
programs for children and teens with disabilities. The camps are held Monday through Friday from 
9:30am-3:30 pm. June 10th through August 16th. Various locations $5/6.50 per hour. Call 352-4014 
. for application. · · · 
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... ·~~ . . Leo I cl 
by Hoger L"'- Sall'lll Salloum 
Leo/d's First Personal Ad 
Nice calm guy, (a lillle la/I) 
looking for someone with 
mulliple-personality, will ccnsider · 
borderline personality disorder, 
for quiel picnics • sci-Ii films. 
and .... ; ... eventual commitment . . 
calf after scllool .... 581-3453 
ask for MAX 
~l) 
( 'O 0 
THE Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Baobab or yew 
5 French painter 
10 Cable 
14 Has a meal 
15 Precise 
16 Surrounded by 
17 Landed 
18 Musician 
19 Copenhagen cit· 
izen 
20 Musical offering 
22 Character in 
fairy tales 
24 Mud 
25 Once called 
26 Unoccupied 
29 Charge taken on 
bets 
34 Ebb 
35 Warning signal 
36 Inlet 
37 Theater section 
30 Ballot caster 
39 Set of type 
40 Adam's mate 
41 Unit of capaci· 
lance 
42-deleon 
43 Depot 
© 1995 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 
CH A 0 S by Brian Shuster 
"You realize that no one is going to believe us." 
MI 11 I minllllll!a!llilll!ll 
45 Analyzes gram· 
ma tic ally 
46 Actress 
MacGraw 
47 Doubtless 
48 Competition 
52 Ironed 
56 Culture medium 
57 Fete 
59 Scarlett's home 
60 Short note · 
61 Wear gradually 
62 Arabian ruler · 
63 Observed 
. 64 Lavished affec· 
tio·n 
65 Tom 
DOWN 
1 Russian ruler 
2 Reign 
3 Poem style 
4 Educated guess 
5 Leave 
6 Send out of the 
country 
7 Wide space · 
All rights reserved 
8 High cards 
9 Unknown per· 
son · 
1 O Climber's need 
11 Muslim priest 
12 Columbus' ship 
13 First garden 
21 Prong 
23 Sign gas . 
26 Male servant 
27 Overhead 
2B Basketball play-
er 
29 Life-sustaining 
30 Angered 
31 Golf clubs 
32 From then until 
now 
33 Loathes 
35 Swamp bird 
38 Disappeared 
39 British novelist 
41 Office cabinet 
42 Peel 
ti ff 1 
"ANSWERS 
44 Woman 
45 Sounded like a 
cat 
47 Dinnerware 
maker 
40 Eccentric 
wheels 
If 
49 Molding style 
50 Tille 
51 Bull: Sp. 
53 Ditto 
54 Ireland 
55Tapered tuck 
SB Negative 
t*t Hf 1111 
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STUDENT:· 
SPECIALS-
<No coupon .required 
with valid college ID.) 
PAPA ..IOHN'S VALUE MENU 
10•1ma1 , ........ 16•ktra1_,,. TOPPINGS EXTRAS 
Chee•Plaaa 1.70 1.11 11.40 Ham 
OneTopptng 6 • .0 9.IO 11.61 Pepperoni lau9ag• 
Two Toppings 7.01 10.11 13.90 ltallan ........ 
ThrH Toppings 7.11 11.10 11.11 Oround8"t Bacon Four Toppings 8.00 I I.II 16.40 AnchovlH 
Five Toppin .. 8.31 11.31 16.70 lxtraCh ... • 
Mu8hroom• -
Oanlen SPfflol 7.30 _I0.71 II.ti On lone Blackotlv• 
.._hrOCMM,Onlon,Or•en Peppen&llackOlv" Oreenotlve• 
IJleWorfra 9.10 13.•l 17.21 Green Pepper• 
Pepperonl,Ham,lausage,llulhroome, Onlon,OrHnPeppera&mack Ollvft lalapeno Pepper• Plneapple 
